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A B S T R A C T   

The impacts of macroplastics (macro-), microplastics (MPs, <5mm), and nanoplastics (NPs, <100 nm) on corals 
and their complex reef ecosystems are receiving increased attention and visibility. MPs represent a major, 
contemporary, sustainability challenge with known and unknown effects on the ocean, and coral reef ecosystems 
worldwide. However, the fate and transport processes of macro-, MPs, and NPs and their direct and indirect 
impacts on coral reef ecosystems remains poorly understood. In this study, we verify and briefly summarize MPs 
distribution and pollution patterns in coral reefs from various geographical regions and discuss potential risks. 
The main interaction mechanisms show that MPs may substantially affect coral feeding performance, proper 
skeletal formation, and overall nutrition and, thus, there is an urgent need to address this rapidly growing 
environmental problem. From a management perspective, macro-, MPs, and NPs should, ideally, all be included 
in environmental monitoring frameworks, as possible, to aid in identifying those geographical areas that are most 
heavily impacted and to support future prioritization of conservation efforts. The potential solutions to the 
macro-, MP, and NP pollution problem include raising public awareness of plastic pollution, developing robust, 
environmental, conservation efforts, promoting a circular economy, and propelling industry-supported techno-
logical innovations to reduce plastic use and consumption. Global actions to curb plastic inputs, and releases of 
macro-, MP, and NP particles, and their associated chemicals, to the environment are desperately needed to 
secure the overall health of coral reef ecosystems and their inhabitants. Global scale horizon scans, gap analyses, 
and other future actions are necessary to gain and increase momentum to properly address this massive envi-
ronmental problem and are in good accordance with several relevant UN sustainable development goals to 
sustain planetary health.   

1. Introduction 

Coral reef ecosystems are three-dimensional, complex, benthic 
structures distributed globally and provide human nutrition, habitat, 
food, resources, and breeding areas for a diverse array of inhabitants 
including marine fish (Hall et al., 2015). Coral reefs cover approximately 
250,000 km2 of the ocean and harbor an impressive reserve of marine 
biodiversity (25%), especially considering their overall size and global 
area proportion (1%). These complex ecosystems have important eco-
nomic, ecological, and cultural values and coral reefs are economically 
important for >500 million people worldwide, and are critical habitats 
within the context of biodiversity (Wild et al., 2011), and global climate 

change mitigation (Huang et al., 2021, Spalding and Brown 2015). 
Plastic products are widely used throughout society due to their low 

cost, physical–chemical properties, and durability. Over the past 60 
years, the development of industrialized societies and human population 
growth have collectively led to a substantial increase in plastic use (Du 
and Wang 2021, Geyer et al., 2017). In tandem, plastic pollution has 
increased exponentially, posing a considerable threat to marine eco-
systems such as coral reefs (Lavers and Bond, 2017). Scientists have 
estimated that approximately 11.1 billion plastic particles are found in 
the environment with a predicted increase of 40% by 2025 across the 
Asia-Pacific ocean basin alone (Lamb et al., 2018). Successful manage-
ment of macroplastics (macro-), microplastics (MPs), and nanoplastics 
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(NPs), and their associated chemicals is therefore vital to protect 
ecosystem health (Bank and Hansson 2019, Bank et al., 2022, Bank 
et al., 2020), and highlights the need for robust and targeted conser-
vation efforts. 

Coral reefs are complex ecosystems that are vulnerable to anthro-
pogenic activities and environmental stressors, including marine 
pollution, light depravation, ocean acidification, deoxygenation, rising 
sea temperatures, rapid climate change, and pathogen-induced diseases 
(Hughes et al., 2018). Corals are considered ecosystem engineers (Wild 
et al., 2011) and from an evolutionary standpoint, macro-, MPs and NPs 
are relatively new threats to coral reefs (Huang et al., 2021, Pantos 
2022, Reichert et al., 2022). Moreover, owing to the complex in-
teractions between corals and plastic particles of different sizes, macro-, 
MPs and NPs may negatively impact corals differently, via entangle-
ment, feeding, and covering/asphyxiation (de Carvalho-Souza et al., 
2018) and responses to MPs have been reported to be species-specific 
(Mouchi et al., 2019). Plastic particles of different size classes enter 
these ecosystems, and have been shown to increase the risk of coral 
disease in the Asia-Pacific region (Lamb et al., 2018). Owing to the long 
lifespan, slow degradation, and potential long-term toxicity (Rillig et al., 
2021), plastic-related damage and impacts to corals will likely persist for 
decades even if plastic production and waste streams are abruptly 
stopped. 

The specific objectives of this investigation were to briefly summa-
rize the threats and impacts of macro-, MPs, and NPs on coral reef 
ecosystems. We also discuss potential mitigation strategies for macro-, 
MPs, and NPs, and suggest approaches to identify geographical areas 
where MP pollution should be prioritized. 

2. Discussion 

Macroplastics gradually decompose into secondary MPs and NPs 
primarily as a result of degradation from weathering, mechanical wear, 
UV photodegradation, hydrolysis, biological ingestion, and biodegra-
dation (Dawson et al., 2018). MPs are ingested by corals and may cause 
oxidative DNA damage and alteration of expression levels of key genes 
including MnSOD, which serves as the first defense against reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) (Corinaldesi et al., 2021). Conversely, Zhou et al. 
(2023) reported that corals employ heterotrophic plasticity to cope and 
maintain lipid reserves and can be remarkably tolerant to microplastic 
pollution. Collectively, these findings have led to questions about their 

potential toxicity to corals under environmentally relevant conditions. 
MPs may become attached on the skeleton surface of corals and a 

74.1% detection rate of MPs has been observed on the inside of skeletons 
(Ding et al., 2019). Although MPs in corals have been investigated there 
are limited data on effects of MPs on ecosystem structure and function, 
and trophic transfer dynamics in coral reef ecosystems. Therefore, a 
more comprehensive understanding of the distribution, fate, and po-
tential risks associated with macro-, MPs and NPs is urgently needed 
(Fig. 1). 

MPs are ubiquitous and found across a wide array of marine habitats 
(i.e., epipelagic, pelagic, mesopelagic and hadal zones, and throughout 
deep-sea, benthic ecosystems) and within coral reef ecosystems in the 
Pacific Ocean, Southeast Asia, the Indian Ocean (Patti et al., 2020), 
South China Sea (Ding et al., 2019), and the Atlantic Ocean (Macieira 
et al., 2021). MPs have also been observed in coastal areas (Liu et al., 
2021), on beaches (Lo et al., 2018), in deep-sea habitats (Eo et al., 2021), 
mangroves (John et al., 2022), submarine canyons (Angiolillo et al., 
2021, Tubau et al., 2015), and within polar regions (Mishra et al., 2021). 
MPs pollution is serious and extreme, and extends from shallow areas to 
deep marine trenches, even contaminating some of the earth’s most 
remote areas (Napper et al., 2020, Raguso et al., 2022). For example, MP 
concentrations in surface waters ranged from 60,000 to 126,600 items/ 
m3 for the most abundant fibers (1–3 mm) (Patterson et al., 2020). MPs 
concentrations ranged from 1400 to 8100 items/m3 (>80% were <0.5 
mm) at Zhubi Reef, ranged from 1250 to 3200 items/m3 at Nanxun Reef, 
and from 0.148 to 0.842 items/m3 in the Nansha Islands (Huang et al., 
2019, Nie et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2019). In another study, the MP 
concentration ranged 0.0112–0.149 items/m3 (>70% of the fibers were 
<3 mm) in remote, uninhabited, reef atolls from Nansha Islands (Tan 
et al., 2020). Collectively, these data suggest that micro-, MPs, and NPs 
pollution of coral reef ecosystems is extremely widespread, but likely not 
uniform regarding overall risk, impacts, and overlap with areas of high 
degrees of biodiversity. 

Recently, scientists determined that MPs affect corals both directly 
and indirectly, and that both active uptake and passive surface adhesion 
occur (Martin et al., 2019). The most direct impact is through ingestion 
(Chapron et al., 2018, Reichert et al., 2018), whereas indirect impacts 
occur via the substrate and are produced by colonization by invasive 
organisms on plastic surfaces (Barnes 2002), as well as from environ-
mental plastic leachates (Li et al., 2016). Corals ingest MPs through 
attachment to tentacles and mesenterial filaments (Allen et al., 2017, 

Fig. 1. Distribution, fate, and potential hazards associated with macroplastics (macro-) and microplastics (MPs) to corals and their ecosystems.  
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Reichert et al., 2018). MP particles may also be embedded in the tissues 
of temperate Astrangia poculata (Rotjan et al., 2019) and in the skeletons 
of tropical coral species (Krishnakumar et al., 2021). Moreover, the 
extent to which MPs attach to coral structures may be modulated by 
feeding behavior, ocean circulation patterns, wind, and morphology of 
coral species (Chapron et al., 2018, Martin et al., 2019). 

Macro-, MPs, and NPs may have negative impacts on coral health 
(Hall et al., 2015, Huang et al., 2021, Pantos 2022). Coral exposure to 
plastics and MPs can adversely affect energy dynamics, physiology, 
growth, and population performance. MPs may inhibit coral predation 
(Hankins et al., 2021), act as carriers of coral albinism pathogens (Feng 
et al., 2020), and likely alter species-specific feeding strategies (Joppien 
et al., 2022, Savinelli et al., 2020). MPs inhibit nutrient uptake, photo-
synthesis, and detoxification often leading to oxidative stress, apoptosis, 
and growth inhibition. These effects are similar to the negative impacts 
of MPs observed on C. goreaui–Symbiodiniaceae symbiosis (Su et al., 
2020). Moreover, zooxanthellae symbiosis, bleaching, and tissue ne-
crosis have also been reported (Okubo et al., 2018). However, the exact 
mechanism by which MPs cause adverse reactions in corals remains 
poorly understood. It is possible that ingestion of MPs may block the 
digestive tract of corals, preventing proper food digestion. Most con-
cerningly, corals are stationary organisms and voluntarily ingest MPs 
because they are attracted to their taste, possibly because of the chem-
ical additives (chemical reception mechanisms). MPs may attach to coral 
tissue and can reduce prey capture capabilities causing energy loss 
owing to the need for MP removal from their surfaces.Plastic debris also 
causes physical damage to coral tissues, leading to adverse reactions by 
promoting pathogen invasion or depleting resources for immune system 
function during organism recovery. 

NPs are defined as <100 nm and are of considerable toxicological 
concern (Hartmann et al., 2019). The knowledge gaps for NPs are far 
greater than for macro- and MPs owing to the restrictions and lack of 
robust NP analytical chemistry techniques and exposure sampling in 
coral reefs. Although a variety of techniques have been applied to the 
separation, identification, and quantification of MPs in various envi-
ronmental substrates (Hernandez et al., 2022), most techniques, such as 
filtration, flotation, and Raman spectroscopy, are not suitable for 
detecting NPs due to their nanoscopic size. Harmonized, effective and 
advanced analytical techniques would improve the sensitivity and res-
olution of NP assays and more research in this area is desperately needed 
(Li et al., 2020). Further development of spectroscopic techniques, 
advanced mass spectrometry, and other thermal analysis will contribute 
to the nondestructive identification of NPs. Therefore, the negative in-
fluences of NPs are a high priority since these particles likely have 
important chemical and physical hazards for corals due to their small 
size (Li et al., 2020, Huang et al., 2021). 

Increasing ocean temperatures and MPs negatively affect coral reef 
ecosystems. Climate-related disease outbreaks are already affecting 
coral reefs worldwide, and impact frequency and severity will likely 
continue to increase as ocean temperatures rise (Maynard et al., 2015). 
MPs transport pathogens within and among coral reefs promoting their 
spread and increase in the risk of infections. Plastic-contaminated reefs 
may be 22 times more at risk than highly preserved reefs, with the risk of 
disease increasing from 4% to 89% (Lamb et al., 2018). Plastic waste in 
the ocean makes reef-building corals highly susceptible to potentially 
fatal diseases (Kirstein et al., 2016). The secondary or indirect effects of 
MPs are likely the most important, especially when considered within 
the context of climate change, associated chemicals, increased ocean 
temperatures, and pathogens (Bank et al., 2020). However, the fate and 
transport processes and overall impacts of MPs and NPs in coral reefs 
remain poorly understood and require further attention and research. 

MPs and NPs may affect coral population health, and the solutions to 
the plastic pollution problem are undoubtedly highly complex (Bank 
et al., 2022). Concerted efforts are needed to alleviate the current 
regional and global pressures of MPs on coral reefs to avoid potential 
ecosystem collapse. From a management perspective, macro-, MPs, and 

NPs should all be included as part of environmental monitoring frame-
works and specifically for long-term global plastic observation systems 
(Bank et al., 2021) that could be established to evaluate particle size- 
specific mass balances, and status in coral reefs. Future research and 
development should focus on radically reducing MP contamination, 
improving waste management, reducing plastic consumption, devel-
oping circular economies, and eliminating MP inputs into the ocean. 
Strong remediation and conservation measures at international and 
national levels are urgently needed to address this problem. Improving 
wastewater management infrastructure is also critical in developing 
countries, and although this infrastructure is being improved, industri-
alized countries can immediately begin to curb the production and use of 
single-use plastics. Plastic waste management is, therefore, foundational 
to reducing the complex array of threats to coral reef ecosystems and 
potentially to human health. 

Anthropogenic activities continuously contribute to macro-, MPs, 
and NPs pollution, creating environmental challenges that requires 
ongoing research. First, it is essential to understand the extent to which 
macro-, MPs, and NPs affect corals and their reef ecosystems. Secondly, 
the influences of MPs and NPs on coral’s potential mechanisms and 
health require intensive studies using realistic environmental conditions 
(Zimmermann et al., 2021). Thirdly, exploring the potential synergistic 
effects of macro-, MPs and NPs with climate and global environmental 
change factors (Bank et al., 2022) on corals is urgently needed. Such 
investigations could be linked to field and laboratory-based research on 
the hazardous effects of plastic of different size fractions on coral reefs 
especially given the long-term, expected, and increased toxicity caused 
by NPs, surface chemistry, and in vivo accessibility (Huang et al., 2021). 

Raising public awareness on plastic pollution and environmental 
protection issues may also stimulate industry-supported, technological 
innovations to reduce plastic use and consumption. The most effective 
mitigation strategy is to reduce plastic input into the ocean; however, 
global plastic recycling and international waste and trade dynamics 
must also be considered (Bank et al., 2021). Therefore, immediate global 
action to curb future plastic inputs is vital to securing the future health 
of coral reefs. Most strikingly, rather than debate whether plastic 
pollution or climate change is a greater threat, a more productive 
discourse would be to recognize that they are fundamentally linked and 
consider a systems-level approach to tackle both issues concomitantly 
(Bank et al., 2022). 

3. Conclusions 

Coral reef ecosystems face a wide array of interacting threats, 
including macro-, MP, and NP pollution. Corals are considered 
ecosystem engineers since they provide resources and habitat for a 
diverse array of deep-sea species. Macro-, MPs, and NPs may have 
negative impacts on coral feeding behavior and prey capture, skeletal 
growth and formation, and overall nutrition. Macro-, MPs, and NPs, and 
their associated chemicals, represent complex, chemical, and physical 
threats to both corals themselves, and to the diverse array of marine 
species and resources that inhabit these ecosystems. Future research and 
management should focus on developing global prioritization schemes 
and horizon scans to identify those areas where conservation efforts are 
most needed in the collective context of geography, biodiversity hot-
spots, feasibility, and human nutrition and societal needs. 
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